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SOME RESULTS ON QUASI-UNIFORM SPACES 

BY 

KAREN S. CARTER AND T. L. HICKS 

ABSTRACT. Constructions are made of a Tx space which does not 
have a 7\ completion and of a quasi-uniform space which is com
plete, but not strongly complete. An example relating to a comple
tion due to Popa is given. An alternate definition for Cauchy filter, 
called C-filter, is examined and a construction of a C-completion 
is given. We discuss quasi-pseudometrics over a Tikhonov semifield 
RA. Every topological space is quasi-pseudometrizable over a suit
able RA. It is shown that if a quasi-pseudometric space over RA 

is complete, the corresponding quasi-uniform structure is C-
complete. A general method for constructing compatible quasi-
uniform structures is given. 

The topological concepts used in this paper are as defined in Gaal [7]. The 
basic definitions relating to quasi-uniform spaces are given in Murdeshwar and 
Naimpally [9]. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a nonvoid set. A quasi-uniform structure, °ll, on X 
is a filter on XxX satisfying: 

(1) A={(x, x):x e Xj^U for each UeW; 
(2) if U e <%, then there is a V e °ti such that VoV^U. 

DEFINITION 1.2. If (X, °ll) is a quasi-uniform space, we obtain a topology / ^ 
on X by taking as a base for the neighborhood system a t x e l , the collection 

~dr(x)={U[x]:Ueffl} and we say that & generates /^ . If / is a topology on X 
and / ^ = / , then / is said to be compatible with °lt. For each O e / , define 

5(0) = 0x0 U ( I - 0 ) x I . 

Pervin [10] showed that {S(0):0 e /} is a subbase for a quasi-uniform structure 
which is compatible with / . We shall denote this structure by 2? and refer to it as 
the Pervin structure. A quasi-uniform structure on a set X is said to be transitive 
if there is a base £8 for the structure such that Be 3$ implies that B ° B=B. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let (X, <%) be a quasi-uniform space and let & be a filter on X. 
If for each U e °il there is an x e Xsuch that U[x] e #", we say that #* is W-Cauchy. 
We define (X, W) to be complete {strongly complete) if every ^-Cauchy filter has 
nonempty adherence (limit). 

DEFINITION 1.4. (7 , YQ is a completion of (X, °U) if ( 7 , f ) is complete and 

(X, ^ ) is quasi-uniformly isomorphic to a dense subset of (Y, ir). Strong com
pletion is defined similarly. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. Suppose (X, / ) is a topological space. If x e O e / , a cover of 
X about (x, O) is an open cover se of Xsuch that there is an A e se with x G A^O. 
Let 0H be an open cover of X such that for every x eX, f) {B e & : x e B) is open. 
Then âS is called a Q-cover ofX. 

DEFINITION 1.6. Suppose that (X, / ) is a topological space and let ^ be a 
collection of Q-COVQTS of X satisfying the following condition: for each O el 
and each x G O, *€ contains a cover of X about (x, O). Define ^^^{U^sé e ^ } 
where U^=\J{{x}xOf :x eX} and Of=fl{Ax:xeAx e se). 

Fletcher [5] proves that ^ is a compatible transitive quasi-uniform structure 
called a covering quasi-uniformity. He also proves that a quasi-uniform structure 
is transitive if and only if it is a covering quasi-uniformity. 

2. Some examples concerning completeness. One would like for separation prop
erties of the original space to carry over to the completion or strong completion. 
Carlson and Hicks [3] give an example of a T2 quasi-uniform space which does 
not have a T2 completion and, therefore, does not have a T2 strong completion. 
They also give an example of a discrete space which does not have a Tx strong 
completion. As we show below, this same space is also an example of a discrete 
space which does not have a 7\ completion. 

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let JV={1,2, 3 , . . . } . Define Un={(x,y):x=y or x>n}. The 
collection {Un:neN} is a base for a quasi-uniform structure °U. Moreover, the 
topology / generated by °tt is discrete. Let F be the filter on N consisting of all 
subsets of N which have finite complements. F is easily seen to be ^-Cauchy. 
Next suppose (N*9 ffl*) is a 7\ completion for (N, %). Now F generates a %*-
Cauchy filter F* on N*. Since (N*9 W*) is complete, there is an x* e N* such 
that x* G adh F*. We first show that x* ^ N. If x* G N, there is an open set 
6 > * G / * such that O* n N={x*}. Now N-{x*} eF^F*. By the above, 
0* n (N—{x*}) = 0 and, thus, x* ^ cl(iV—-{x*}), a contradiction. Next, let 
B* be an open set containing x*. There is a U* G ^ * such that x* G U*[x*] £=5*. 
Let J^* G<$f* with W* o W*^<%*. We claim that W*[x*] nN is infinite. Suppose 
A=W*[x*] nN is finite. Then AT-,4 eF^F*. And, JF*[x*] n (JV- ,4)=0 
which implies that x* ^ cl(iV— A). From this it follows that x* $a.dh.F*, a 
contradiction. Thus, we see that ifkeN, there is an s>k such that s e W* [x*] n 
iV. Now there is an m e N with Um^ W* n (NxN) and an s>ra such that 
j G p p ^ * ] n i V-# Therefore, (x*,,y)G W* and {sjxATcfF* and, hence, {x*}x 
JVçfp*o JF*çl7*. It follows that N^ U*[x*]^B*; that is, every open set 
containing x* contains N. But, then (iV*, /*) could not be 7\. 

One question which naturally arises is does there exist a quasi-uniform space 
which is complete, but not strongly complete. As the following example shows, 
the answer is affirmative. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Z b e the integers. For « e l , define Un=A U {(x,y):x>n9 

j = 0 or 1}. Now {Un:n e X} is a base for a quasi-uniform structure °U on Z x Z 
and the topology / generated by °ll is discrete. Suppose that ^ is a Cauchy filter. 
Now if n G X, Un[x] = {0, 1, x} if x>n and £/wM = {x} if x<n. It easily follows 
that IF must be generated by a finite set and that adh F^(f>. Let ^ be the 
collection of all supersets of {0, 1}. Now lim Sf=$ and, in fact, £f is the only 
non-convergent ^-Cauchy filter. 

Popa [11] gave a construction that yields the following result. 

THEOREM. Let (X, <%) be a T2 quasi-uniform space. Then there exists a strongly 

complete quasi-uniform space (X, %) and a uniformly continuous mapping <f>:X-^X 

having the following properties: 
(a) For every uniformly continuous mappingf:X-+Y, Y being a strongly complete 

quasi-uniform space, there exists a unique uniformly continuous mapping g:X->Y 
such thatf=g o (f>. 

(b) The pair (X, <f>) is unique up to an isomorphism of quasi-uniform spaces. 

Popa calls 0t, tft)" the" completion of{X,^)Jn a uniform space setting, one proves 
the above theorem and also proves: 

(c) <f):X-^% is an isomorphism ofX onto a dense subspace of It. 

It seems reasonable to inquire about the status of (c) in this setting. In fact, 
most authors would not call It a completion unless X is isomorphic to a dense 
subspace of X The following example show that "Popa's completion" is not a 
good candidate for a completion of a quasi-uniform space. 

EXAMPLE 2.3. The following construction gives a quasi-uniform structure % 
for the set N of natural numbers such that: 

1. The topology / ^ generated by °tt is the discrete topology and 
A A 

2. Popa's completion (N, °tt) of (N, °ll) is a single point. 
Let Un={(x,y):x=y or x>n}, &={Un:n e N}9 and let °tt denote the quasi-

uniform structure generated by the base 8$. If x<n, Un[x]={y: (x,y) e Un}={x}. 
Thus / ^ is the discrete topology. If <F={N}, & is ^-Cauchy since Un[n]=N. 

A A 

Let </>:(N,%)^(N, W) be the uniformly continuous mapping constructed by 

Popa. <f>{&)={<l>(N)} is a base for a ^-Cauchy filter J^*={^:^( iV)ç^} so there 
A 

exists z GN such that J5"* converges to z. It follows that <f>(N) is the only neigh

borhood of z in the subspace <£(iV). The space is T2 so <f>(N) = {z} and cl c/)(N)=N 
A 

gives N={z}. 

3. On the definition of Cauchy filter. The present definition of Cauchy filter, 
proposed by Sieber and Pervin [12], is an extension of the concept of Cauchy 
filter for a uniform space and, moreover, convergent filters are clearly Cauchy. 
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We would like to have a definition of Cauchy filter which would allow us to con
struct completions which preserve more of the separation properties than is possible 
with the present definition. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, °U) be a quasi-uniform space and let F be a filter on X. 
We say that 3F is a C-filter with respect to % if IF satisfies either of the following 
two conditions : 

(i) given Ue%9 there is an F in & such that FxF^U; 
(ii) l i m ^ V ^ . 

The concepts of C-complete, C-strong complete, C-completion, and C-strong 
completion are defined in the obvious manner. 

It is clear that in the uniform space case the concepts of Cauchy filter and 
C-filter are precisely the same. One may easily show that if SP is a filter satisfying 
condition (i) of the definition of C-filter, then a d h ^ " = l i m ^ " ; and thus, if F 
is a C-filter such that adh F^(j>, then lim F^(f>. We see, therefore, that the con
cepts of C-complete and C-strong complete coincide. Although the concepts of 
complete and strongly complete do coincide for uniform spaces, we have shown in 
example 2.2 that they are not the same for quasi-uniform spaces. 

Using the current definition of Cauchy filter, Sieber and Pervin [12] obtain a 
generalization of the Niemytzki-Tychonoff theorem. If we use the definition of 
C-filter and replace the concept of precompactness by that of total boundedness, 
we may similarly derive the following: 

THEOREM 3.1. A topological space (X, / ) is compact if and only if it is C-complete 
with respect to every compatible quasi-uniformity. 

Proof. The proof of the theorem given by Sieber and Pervin [12] carries over 
with minor changes. 

We remark that every finite space is C-complete. This follows from the fact that 
every finite space has a unique compatible quasi-uniform structure generated by a 
single set, as shown by Fletcher [4]. 

One may show that a C-filter is Cauchy in the usual sense. It then follows that 
if (X, %) is complete, then (X, %) is also C-complete. Hence, any completion or 
strong completion would also be a C-completion. One might, therefore, hope to be 
able to obtain better results with C-completions. The following example shows that 
a T'a, locally connected space may have a T2, locally connected C-completion, but 
not have a T2, locally connected strong completion. This illustrates that the concept 
of C-filter is an improvement over that of Cauchy filter. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X={19 2, 3 , . . . } . Define Un=A U {(x,y):x>n and y>x}. 
Now {Un:neX} is a base for a quasi-uniform structure °ll on X and (X, /^ ) is 
discrete. Suppose that F is a C-filter. If lim ^ " = 0 , then there is an F e F such 
that Fx JFÇ Un. In this case, J*" must be the collection of all supersets of a singleton 
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set {x}. Therefore, (X, °ti) is easily seen to be a C-completion of itself. Let ^ be the 
filter generated by the collection {Gn:n e l } and Gn={n, n+l,...}. Then ^ is 
^-Cauchy, but it does not converge. Therefore, (X, <%) is not strongly complete. 
Now let (X*, **) be a r25 locally connected strong completion for (X, ̂ ) . Now 
^ generates a ̂ *-Cauchy filter ̂ *. Since (X*, #*) is strongly complete, there is an 
JC* eX* such that JC* Glim ^*. Therefore, if £/* G<^*, £/*[JC*]2{«, / i+ l , . . . } 
for some neX. We first show JC* çÊX. Suppose that JC*=« GX. There is a £/* 
in ^r* such that U* n (XxX)= £/w+1. Therefore, £/*[«] n X={«}. Since Xe ^ £ 
^*, we obtain the contradiction {w} G ^*. Thus, JC*GX*--X. Next we show 
{JC*}=X*-X. Let J * G X * - X with 7 VJC*. Since (X*,^*) is T29 there is a 
F* G ^r* such that F*[JC*] n F* !>*]=<£. Since there is a A: in Xsuch that V*[x]^ 
{k,k+l,...}9 P [ f ] n l c { l 5 , , , 5 i - 1 } . Let meX. Since X is discrete, 
there is a W* e%* such that J^*[«] n X={«}. Since (X*, ̂ *) is T2, there is a 
tff e<%* such that »?[«] n WHy*]*=<f>. Letting W*=W? n JF2*, we have that 
W*[j>*] n X=<£. This implies that X^X*, a contradiction. Therefore X*=X U 
{x*} where ** £ X. Now it is easily seen that a neighborhood basis at x* is {On: 
neX} where 0n={jt*} U {«, n+1 , . . . } and a neighborhood basis at n eX is 
{«}. Thus, (X*. #*) is not locally connected. 

Carlson and Hicks [3] give a construction of a strong completion for a quasi-
uniform space which possesses a transitive base. The following construction of a 
C-completion was motivated by their work, except that we do not require a 
transitive base. Whenever the proof is straightforward or the same as in the earlier 
construction, we omit details. 

Let (X, <ît) be a quasi-uniform space (not necessarily transitive). Let Q be the 
collection of all nonconvergent ultrafilters on X which satisfy condition (i) in the 
definition of C-filter. Define an equivalence relation on Q as follows: 

If JVU JK2 G Q, then Jl^ C\J(2 if and only if (i) for each Ue<% and F e Jl^ 
with Fx F ç U, then FeJt^ and, (ii) for each U G ^ and F e JKX with Fx FÇ jj9 

then F e Jf2. 
A A 

Let &={Jt\Jt GÛ}, where Jt denotes the equivalence class of Jl under the 
relation ~ . Let X*=X U A. Let A* denote the diagonal in X*xX*. If F e f , 
define S(V)=V u A* u {(uT, J ) : J G K[JC] for some JC G X, where F[JC] G «^ 

A 

for all Jl G e^}. 

LEMMA 3.1. {S(U): UeW} is a subbase for a quasi-uniform structure °U* on X* 
and <%=<%* n (XXX), where we understand W* n (XxX) to be {U* n XxX: 
C/*G^*}. 

LEMMA 3.2. (X*, #*) & C-complete. 

Proof. Let J^* be a C-filter with respect to %*. If adh J^*^^, we are through. 
Suppose that adh J^*=^ and let Jl* be an ultrafilter containing J^*. Now ^ * 
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does not converge and X e Jl*. Then Jt={n* n X:n* e *J(*} is a C-ultrafilter on 

X satisfying condition (i) of the definition. It is easily seen that «̂ # does not con

verge. Now we must have that Ji* converges to Jt e A, a contradiction. 

LEMMA 3.3 X is dense in X*. 

Proof. Let i e A and U*eW*. Then U*^ ft {SiVJ'AKiKn}, where 

Vi^W, \<i<n. Let Jt GJ(. Now, there i s a n M e J such that MxM^V€ 

for all \<i<n. Therefore, if V= Ç\{VÏ. \<i<Ln) and x e M, then x e V[x] G Jt 
A A 

for all ~# 6 Jt. Hence x G U* \Jé\. 

THEOREM 3.2. (X*, <&*) is a C-completion for (X, <%). 

Proof. A consequence of lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that (X, /^) is a 7\ topological space and 91 is the Per vin 
structure. Then (X*9 /<%*) is 7\. 

Proof. Suppose that x* and j * are elements of X*. If both x* and j * are mem
bers of either X or A, the result is obvious. Now suppose that x * e l and j * = 

A A 

J( e A. Let */# e ^ . Since «.# does not converge to x*9 there is an open set O such 
that x*eO and 0$J£. Let F=(Ox(9 ) U ( Z - O ) x Z , t /=(X-{x*})x ( X -
{**}) U{x*}xXand W=U n K Now x* <£ S{W)[J] and ~# £ S(»F)[**]. 

DEFINITION 3.2. A quasi-uniform space (X, ^ ) is R3 if and only if given xeX 
and U G%9 there is a symmetric K e ^ such that Vo V[x]c £/[*]. 

THEOREM 3.4. Le* (X, °U) be a T± and R3 quasi-uniform space. Then (X*9 °U*) is 

Example 2.1 may be used to show that a discrete space need not have a Tx 

C-completion. This shows that C-completeness is not a vast improvement over the 
standard concept of completeness. Theorem 4.5 of the next section supports the 
argument that it is an improvement. 

4. Quasi-pseudometries over RA. Let A denote a non-empty set. RA will denote 
the set of all functions from A into the set R of real numbers. Thus RA is the product 
of m copies of R where m is the cardinal number of A. Give RA the product topology 
If/, g G RA

9 f<g means/(a)<g(tf) for every a G A. Addition and multiplication 
in RA are defined pointwise. JRA is called a Tikhonov semi-field. 

DEFINITION 4.1. d:XxX->RA is called a quasi-pseudometric (q.p. metric) on X 
over RA provided: 

(1) d(x9 j ) > 0 and d{x9 x )=0 for every x9y GX. 
(2) d(x9y)<d(x9 z)+d(z9 y) for every x9y9 z G X. 

If d also satisfies d(x9y)=0 implies x=y9 d is a quasi-metric over RA and if in 
addition d(x9 y)=d(y9 x) for every x9 y G X, d is a metric over RA. 
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For a discussion of metric spaces over RA and the theory of Topological Semi-
Fields see [1] and its references. Given RA, ^ ( 0 ) will denote the set of neighbor
hoods of 0 in RA. Let 

Ulb = {feRA:a<f(q)<b}. 

We recall that {U^y.a, b e R, q e A} is a subbase for the product topology and, 
if U E */T (0), there exists qi e A, e>0, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n such that 1/2 flîLi Ul*,,*-

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (X9d) is a q.p. metric space over RA. For xeX and 
UeJf(0), 

Q.(x, U) = {ye X:d(x9 y) e U}. 

Then Jr(x)={Q,(x9 U):UeJ^(0)} is the set of neighborhoods in a topology td9 

called the natural topology for X. 

Proof. Clearly, xeCl(x, U) and Q(JC, V) n Q(JC, F ) = Q ( J C , U n V). If M 2 
Û(JC, V), put V = 17 U {</(*, 7) :j> G M}. Then M=Q(x, V). 

To complete the proof, we must show that given QL{X9 U), there exists V G JV(Qi) 
such that £l(x, V)^£l(x9 U) and j ; e Q(x, K) implies £}(*, £/) G ^T(y). The result 
follows if we can prove it for Ulata. In this case, let V— Ula/2>a/2 and note that if 
y E Q(x9 V), then Q(y9 V)cQ(x, U). 

THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, d) be a q.p. metric space over RA.IfUe ^T(O), 

S(U) = {(*, j ) G Z x X:d(x, JO G 17}. 

r/ie/î &={S(U):U G ^T(0)} w a base for a quasi-uniform structure °tt and / u = / d . 

Proof. rf(jc,x)=0e[/ implies 5(t/)^{(x, x):xe X}. S{UX) n S(U2)=S(U1 n 
£/2). Given £(£/), there exists #,. G A and e>0 such that 

t / = > n ^a>£. Let v=f\ t/^/2,£/2. 

Since S(Ui8/2te/2)oS(Uls/2te/2)^S(UleJ, S(V)o S(V)czU. Also, £(£/)[*]={>>: 
(x9y) e S(U)}={y:d(x9y) e U}=Q,(x9 U). Thus ^ is a base for a structure ^ 
such that / ^ = / d . 

REMARK 4.1. If we set 

Q'(x, [/) = { j e X:d(y, x)G t/} 

we get another topology /d, for X This is just the natural topology for the q.p. 
metric d' over RA where d'(x, y)=d(y9 x). If d is a pseudometric over i^A, */=</' 
and the quasi-uniform structure in theorem 4.2 is a uniform structure. 

REMARK 4.2. d is a q.p. metric on X over JRA. Then (1) / d is T0 if and only if 
X9^y implies d(x9y)^0 or d(y, x)j£09 and (2) /d is r l 9 if and only if d(x9y)=0 
implies x=y. Thus /d is 7\ if and only if d is a quasi-metric over i*A. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose °U is a quasi-uniform structure with a base 38 such that 
B o B=Bfor every B e 38. IfB e 38 9 let pB(x9 j ) = 0 if (x, y)eB and pB(x, j ) = 1 
if (*> y) $ B. For 8>0 and Be389 

Then pB is an ordinary q.p. metric and {Up E:B e 38 9 e>0} is a base for °U. 

Proof. Clearly, pB(x9x)=0 and pB(x,y)>0. Is pB(x9y)<pB(x9z)+pB(z9y)l 
Yes, since pB(x9 z)=pB(z9 j ) = 0 implies (x9 z), (z, y)eB which gives (x, y) e B ° 
B^B or pB(x,y)=0. Note that UPjB>E=XxXif e>l and equals B if £<1. 

REMARK 4.3. Quasi-uniform structures that have a base 38 such that B o B=B 
for every B e 38 are called transitive structures and they have been characterized 
by Fletcher [5]. The Pervin structure is transitive. The pBs in theorem 4.3 are 
quasi-uniformly upper semi-continuous with respect to the structure °Ux°U~x 

Thus a transitive quasi-uniform structure is determined by a nice family of ordinary 
q.p. metrics. If ^ is a uniform structure and °ll has a base 38 such that for every 
Be38, B=B~1=BoB, then the family {pB:Be 38} will give back the structure 
and each pB is uniformly continuous with respect Xotftxtft. 

In [1], it is shown that a topological space is metrizable over some Tikhonov 
semi-field if and only if it is T% and uniformizable (completely regular). The fol
lowing theorem was proved independently by Boltjanskii [2]; however, the proof 
given below is different. 

THEOREM 4.4. Every topological space (X9 / ) is q.p. metrizable over some Tikhonov 
semi-field RA. Every Tx topology is quasi-metrizable over some RA. 

Proof. If % is the Pervin structure, / = / ^ and °U has a base 38 such that B <> B=B 
for each B e 38. Consider the family {pB : B e 38} of ordinary q.p. metrics defined in 
theorem 4.3. Let A = ^ and define d:XxX-+RA as follows: If (x,y)eXxX9 

d(x9y)(B)=pB(x9y). Now d(x9y)(B)=pB(x9y)>0 for every Be38 implies 
d(x9y)>0. (x9 x)eBfor every Be38 gives d(x9x)=0. Also, 

d(x9y){B) = pB(x9 y) ^ pB(x9 z)+pB(z9y) = d{x9 z)(B)+d(z,y)(B). 

Thus d is a q.p. metric over RA. By theorem 4.1, d gives rise to a quasi-uniform 
structure *V such that / d = / ^ . We show that ^ = y and then we have / d = / ^ = 

#={S(F) :Fe^ (0 )} is a base for *r where S(V)={(x9y):d(x9y)e V} and 
jfz={UPBtt:B e 38', £>0} is a base for # . Note that l/p ,=S(J7*i8) and it follows 
that «f ==V. 

If / is Tl9 the q.p. metric d generates a Tt topology and d is a quasi-metric by 
remark 4.2. 
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(X,d) is a q.p. metric space over RA. Sets of the form Ue(ql9... 9qn)= 
{fe RA:—8<f(qi)<s for l<i<n}9 s > 0 , make up a base for the neighborhoods of 
0 in RA

9 where 0(g)=0, for all g e À. Let A denote the collection of sets of the 
above form. If A is ordered by inverse inclusion, A is a directed set. Let {X0:0 e A} 
be a net in X. 

DEFINITION 4.2. We say that {X0:0 e A} converges to y e X if and only if for 
any Ue ^V(0)9 there exists Ou e A such that 0>Ou implies d(x09 y)eU and 
d(y9 xQ) G U. 

DEFINITION 4.3. {x0:O e A} is a Cauchy net if and only if for any UeJr(G)9 

there exists an Ou e A such that Ol902>Ou implies d(x09x0)eU and 
d(x0È9 x0i) G U. 

DEFINITION 4.4. (X, d) is complete if and only if every Cauchy net {x0:O e A} 
converges. 

(X9 d) quasi-pseudometrizes (X, °ll) if and only if {S(U) : U G A} is a base for <%, 
where S(U)={(x, y) eXxX:d(x, y) e [/}. The proof of theorem 4.4 shows that 
for every quasi-uniform structure °tt for X, there exists a q.p. metric d over some 
i£A such that (X, d) quasi-pseudometrizes (X, °tt). 

THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that (X, d) quasi-pseudometrizes (X, <%). Then (X, d) 
complete implies that (X, ffl) is C-complete. 

Proof. Let ^ be a C-filter in (X, °M).\$.3F converges, we are done. Suppose that 
IF does not converge. Let 0=Ue(ql9. . . ,qn) e A. By the definition of C-filter, 
there is an F° e& such that F°xF°cS(0). Let x0eF°. Then {x0:O e A} is a 
Cauchy net with respect to (X, d). Since {x0:O e A} is Cauchy and (X, d) is com
plete, {XQ'.OGA} converges to some point a G A. We claim t h a t ^ j ^ ^ ç J ^ . 
Now a base for the neighborhood system ^x(

a) ls given by the collection 
{Q(a, 0):OeA} where Çl(a, 0)={y G X:d(a,y) e O}. Suppose that Ue(ql9... 9 

qn) G A. We wish to show that Q(a9 Ue(ql9... , qn)) e <F and hence that Jr
x(a)(^ 

F. By definition of convergence, there is ô e A such that 0>ô implies that 
d(a, x0) e Us/z(ql9. . . , qn) and d(x09 a) G Us/2(ql9... 9 qn). It is easily seen that 
we can choose Ô to be of the form Ô=Ur(ql9.. . 9qn,qn+l9... ,qm) where 
r<s/4. Let U=Ur/2(ql9... , qn9. .. , qm) and z e Fu. Now, d(a9 zXq^KdÇa, xv) 
(qt)+d(xU9z)(ql). Also (xU9 z)eFu xFu^S(U) and hence d(xu,z)(qi)<rl2< 
e/4 for 1 <i<,n. Since U>09 by definition of convergence we obtain that d(a9 xv)e 
Ue/2(ql9. . . 9 qn) and hence d(a9 Xu^q^Kejl for l<i<n. Thus d(a,z)(qt)< 
€J2+el4<8. 

5. Unsolved problems and related results. One of the more interesting questions 
concerning quasi-uniform structures which remains unanswered is whether or not 
every topological space has a compatible strongly complete quasi-uniform struc
ture. Fletcher [4] showed that a finite space possesses a unique compatible 
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quasi-uniformity generated by a single transitive subset of XxX. This structure is 
easily seen to be strongly complete. For infinite Tx spaces we obtain the following 
result. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let (X, / ) be an infinite 7\ topological space; let FF be the fine 
transitive quasi-uniform structure;and\ let&={A ç X: X—A is finite}. Then (X, FF) 
is strongly complete provided every F F-Cauchy filter containing & converges. 

Proof. Let ^ be a non-convergent filter on X. If F contains ^ , F is not 
J^^-Cauchy. Suppose F does not contain ^ . Then there exists {x{ eX:l< 
i<n) such that X - { ^ : l < / < n } $F. It follows that X-{x})^F for some 
1 <y<fl- And since Xis Tl9 X—{xi} is open. Also, since lim F~$, there exists an 
open set O such that x$ G O and O $ F. Suppose that j e l . Let Oy=0 — {xj}= 
O n (*-{*,}) ify G O-{* ,} ; O^X-ix^if y eX-O; and Ox=0. Let U(F)= 
{(*> y) •'y E Ox}. Clearly U(F) contains the diagonal. If (x, y) G U(F) and (y, z) e 
U(F), then (x, z) e U(F). Thus, the set U(F) generates a transitive quasi-uniform 
structure °tt(F) and the resulting topology will be weaker than / . It easily seen 
that the least upper bound f of {S?} U {^/(F)} is a compatible transitive quasi-
uniform structure and that F is not ^-Cauchy. Thus F is not J^^-Cauchy. 

DEFINITION 5.1. If (X, °ll) is a quasi-uniform space, (%-1={U~1:U eW} is a 
quasi-uniform structure and °U and °ll~x are called conjugate quasi-uniform 
structures. 

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that % is a transitive quasi-uniform structure for X. Then 
there is a base S3 for °U such that; 

(i) S3 is transitive; 
(ii) ifBeâê, then B[x] e ^for each x G X; 

(iii) ifBe&, then J5_1[JC] G t^for each x G X; and 
(iv) if Be S3, then B'^xY e tmfor each xeX. 

Proof. It is a well-known fact that any transitive base will suffice for (i), (ii), or 
(iii). Since °tt is transitive, it is a covering quasi-uniformity [6]. Therefore, there is 
a collection of g-covers se such that {U^:^ G S/} is a subbase, F, for °U\ where 
j7^=U{{x}x4f:x e ^ } and Ax==f]{c e&:xeC}e /^ . Let j G X We claim that 
t/J [j]c G /^ . Let z G LÇ [y]c. Then z <£ U^ly] implies that ( j , z) ^ LÇ1 which in 
turn implies that (z, y) $ U%. Hence y £ f̂f. We wish to show z e A^ e U^lyY-
Suppose that t e A*. Then ÂfçA* implies that y $ Af. Therefore (y, t) $ U~x. 
Thus, t $ U^lyY which implies that t e U^[y]. It follows that A^ U^lyY or 
U^lyY G <V Now, let 83 be the base generated by F. Then «^ is transitive and 
Be& implies that B=fl{Uv.:l<i<n}. If X G X , then B'^xY^Ui^M0' 

COROLLARY. Lef (X, °ll) be a transitive quasi-uniform structure. Suppose that 
im-\ is the discrete topology. Then / ^ is Tv 
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Fletcher and Lindgren [6] give an example of a quasi-uniform space which has 
neither a symmetric nor a transitive base. As we show below, theorem 5.2 gives 
another proof that this space does not have a transitive base. 

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let X be the reals. Define Un={(x,y):y-x<{\j2n"1)}= 
{(x>j)-J<(l/2n_1)+^} where 1 < « < O O . {Un:l<n<co} is a base for a quasi-
uniform structure, °Uy on X, / ^ consists of all sets of the form (— oo, a) where 
aeX. A base for ^ r 1 is {C/~1:l<«<oo} where U^^iy, x):y-(l/2n-1)<x}. 
Then t%-i consists of all sets of the form (b, oo) where beX. This means [a,oo)= 
(— oo, a)c $ / ^ - i . Clearly, then °ll cannot be transitive. 

An interesting problem is that of determining when the fine structure is the 
same as the fine transitive structure. Fletcher [6] has derived a general method for 
constructing any compatible transitive quasi-uniform structure for a topological 
space. 

There is a simple method for construcing the fine transitive quasi-uniform 
structure. As a subbase we simply take the collection {U^XxX:U[x] EJV(X) 

for all xeX, and Uo U=U}. One might then ask whether the set ^ ( A ) = 
{U^XxX:U[x] eJr{x) for all x e l } i s a subbase for the fine quasi-uniform 
structure. If (X, / ) is a topological space with X finite, <Ŝ (A) is easily seen to 
generate the fine quasi-uniform structure. Fletcher [4] has shown that such a space 
has a unique compatible quasi-uniform structure generated by a single transitive 
set W. As the following example shows, ^ ( A ) does not, in general, form a subbase 
for the quasi-uniform structure. 

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let (X, / ) be the real numbers with the co-finite topology. Let 
N be the natural numbers and let U=[(X-N)xX] U [{l}xX] U HJ{{H-l}x 
(X-{1, 2 , . . . , /}): 1 <i< oo}]. If x e X-N, then U[x]=Xe JT(x) and ifneN, 
then U[n]=X-{l, 2 , . . . , n-X)eJf(n). Clearly, then U^A and U[x] EJV{X) 

for each xeX. Lindgren [8] has shown that (X, / ) is uniquely quasi-uniformizable. 
We will show that U is not a member of the Pervin structure ^ , and, therefore, 
not a member of the fine structure. Suppose U e éP. Then there are nonempty 
open sets Ol9...9On such that U^fiiOiXOi u {X-O^xX'AKiKn}. From 
this it follows that U^ [(^{0^1 <i<n}]x [ f l { ^ : l < / < « } ] . Now, f\{OiA< 
i<n} is open in X and, therefore, has finite complement. Suppose ne N n 
[OiOi'AKiKn}]. If, also, «—1 e ^{O^AKiKn}, then the point (n, n— 1) must 
be in [p|{0^: 1 < Ï < / Î } ] X [fl{0^: 1 </<n}] and, hence in U, a contradiction. 
Therefore, neN n [ r K ^ i l ^ / ^ w } ] implies that / i - l <£Nn [ n { 0 , : l < / < « } ] . 
Since there must be infinitely many elements in N n [f|{O f: 1 </<«}] , there must 
also be infinitely many elements in N n [X— f K ^ l <*<>*}]• But> this is a 
contradiction. 

Let (X, / ) be a topological space. Suppose there is a partially ordered set L 
such that for each x e X, there is a base {iV(x, a) : w e L} for the neighborhood 

4 
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system at x. Suppose further that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If /? is not a maximal element of L, there is an a>/? such that for any given 

N(x, a) and y e N(x, a), we have N(y, oc)£ JV(x, /?); and 
(ii) If /? is a maximal element of L, then N(y, /?)^ JV(x, /S) for y e N(x9 /?). 
We form a subbase for a compatible quasi-uniform structure %L as follows: 

Let Ua=\J{{x}xN(x, <z):x e X} where a e J L As we show below the collection 
«5^jL={[/a:oc e L} is the subbase. Clearly A ^ Ua for each a in L and clearly the 
system will be compatible. Let Up e SfL. We wish to find Ua e £fL such that 
Uao Ua^Up. First suppose that /? is not a maximal element of L. Choose a as in 
(i). If (x, y)eUao Ua9 there i s a z e l such that (x, z) e Ua and (z, y) e Ua. Then 
z e Ua[x]^N(x, a) and j e t/a[z]çiV(z, a). By (i), N(z, a)^N(x9 p) which implies 
that y e N(x, /?). This in turn implies that (x, y) e Up and, hence Ua © C/ac [7^. 
Next, suppose /? is a maximal element. Then, we claim Ufio Ufi^ Up. If (x,y) e 
Up o Up, then there is a z E X such that (x, z) e Up and (z,y) e L^. Hence z e 
JV(x, /Î)and7 G N(Z, /?). By (ii) iV(z, P)^N(x9 /?). Therefore,7 G iV(x, jff)=tf,[jc] or 
( ^ ^ G ^ . T h u s t / ^ o ^ ç ^ . 

Next, let se be a collection of g-covers of a topological space (X, / ) such that 
if x e 0 e / , then there is a ^ G j / f o r which At £ O, where At=f){Ax:x eAxe <%>}. 
In our general method, let L=<s/ and partially order j / by inclusion; that is, 
^ < ^ if and only if ^ Ç ^ , but ^^Q). Let JV(jt, ^ ) = ^ for each x e l a n d ^ G j / . 
Then {iV(x, cë):(ë e jtf} is an open base for the neighborhood system at x. To see 
that (i) and (ii) are satisfied, suppose that ^ > ^ . If y e N(x, @), it is easily seen 
that N(y, @)^N(x, @)^N(x, %). We remark that the subbase obtained by our 
general method is the same as that of the covering quasi-uniformity. Hence our 
general method can be used to construct any compatible transitive quasi-uniformity. 

As we show below the general method applies to quasi-uniform structures which 
are not transitive also. Consider, again, example 5.1. Following the general method 
given at the beginning of this section, let L be the positive integers. For each 
neL and xeX, let N(x, ri) = {y:y—x<(ll2n-1)}. It is easily seen that {N(x9 n): 
n G L} is a base for the neighborhood system of x and that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
It is also easily seen that %L is the same as the quasi-uniform structure of example 
5.1, which was a non-transitive structure. 
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